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Gordon Cheung's layered life
by Kate Whitebread

ART BUZZ

BEHIND THE NEWS

Five minutes with...
Mimi Chun

Amidst the buzzing atmosphere of the
opening of Art Basel in Hong Kong, artist
Gordon Cheung talked about his recent
paintings. The London-based artist with
Chinese roots wore glasses and a blue,
button-down shirt, and greeted his many artworld acquaintances in the crowd.
The painter described how his upbringing
in-between cultures affected his approach to
art. Cheung grew up in South London as the
son of immigrant parents from Hong Kong.
During the race riots of the early 1980s, "one
day a brick came flying through our window
and hit my mum on the head" and after that
the family moved to "boring" suburbia. His
parents have since moved back to Hong
Kong.
Like his background, Cheung’s work contains
multiple layers. In the three pieces he is
showing at Art Basel, via his Alan Cristea
gallery, the layers are literal – his latest
technique involves a layer of acrylic sprays
painted over old newspapers with a distressed
layer of plastic imposed on top.
The works mix Eastern and Western imagery,
showing flowers based on 17th century Dutch
still-lifes in a traditional Chinese dragon
vase, which are then on top of an aerial view
of the artificial islands constructed in the
South China Sea.
The juxtaposition of the tulips and the South
China Sea islands, Cheung said, implies both
the history of East-West trade routes and the
modern conflict over China’s assertiveness in
the South China Sea.
“How did they accrue wealth and status?”
Cheung asked, referring to the old Dutch
traders who were among the first to link
Europe and Asia. “Through militarised trade
routes, slavery and colonisation.”
Cheung said the question of how people
create their personal realities informs much
of his work. "What are these narratives that
build our identity? Whether it's our personal
identity or the identity of a civilisation,
asking these questions broadens your
perspective."

By Joana Schertenleib and Lu Wang

"Frustration of Having More than Two Choices to Make in Life" is part of the trilogy in "Filing Down a Steel Bar Until a
Needle is Made," by Hong Kong artist Morgan Wong.

Michael Craig-Martin at the public talk “Bright Idea”. Photo: Dawn Tsang.

Transcending the Confines of Time

THE ORDINARY AND THE IRRATIONAL

Three artists explore different
possibilities at MILL6's 'Line of
Times' exhibition

MICHAEL CRAIG-MARTIN’S ‘ACCIDENTAL’ STYLE

By Emily Cheung and Gabriel Yiu
While clocks rule our lives, time itself is an
abstract concept, invented by people to lend
order to chaos. In the exhibition Lines of
the Times, put on by Hong Kong’s MILL6
Foundation, three artists attempt to portray this
most intangible idea in concrete ways.
Hong Kong artist Morgan Wong’s Filing Down
a Steel Bar Until a Needle is Made aims to
investigate the meaning of time to human life.
Named after a Chinese allegory that illustrates
perseverance and connection between the
past and the present, the multimedia work
documents Wong’s process of creating a needle
by hand that he is chiseling down from a
block of steel his own size and weight over the
course of his life.
“You never see the end, you never see the
start. It kind of gives you a feeling that this
project is never-ending,” said Wong, pointing
to a monitor showing his ongoing work. “You
always know that you cannot capture time,
because time just keeps on passing. And this is
only a wasted effort in a way.”

Brooklyn-based visual artists Anthony Aziz
and Sammy Cucher, also known as Aziz +
Cucher are considered pioneers of digitally
based fine art photography and have worked
with sculpture, animation, textiles and video
installation since the early 1990s. In their
first exhibition in Hong Kong, they are
presenting four large digitally woven tapestries
that combine the craftsmanship of the past,
depictions of current events and forwardlooking technology.
“They describe current issues, like the time
when SARS was raging in Hong Kong.
Maybe 100 years later, they may look up the
historical moments on these works,” said
Mizuki Takahashi, the senior curator of MILL6
Foundation.
Yin-Ju Chen is a multimedia artist from Taiwan
who uses a combination of video, drawings and
photography to create installations. Inspired
by both Eastern and Western philosophy, her
Extrastellar Evaluations II seek to reveal the
connection between astrology and human
history through line drawings and audio-visual
projections to contemplate the uncertainty of
human fate.
Lines of the Times runs from 11 March to 2 April at
the MILL6 Pop-up Space at The Annex.
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By Dawn Tsang & Inga Nelli
When British conceptual artist Michael CraigMartin is drawing a shoe, he says, “there is no
shoe. There is just a line, and the understanding
of it depends on the viewer.”
Sitting on the stage in the Grand Hall of The
University of Hong Kong with some 500 pairs
of eyes glued to him, Craig-Martin insisted
that he wasn’t the centre of attention. His
importance, he said, was an accident. “I wanted
my work to be the least personal.” But the irony
is that, by working to avoid creating a personal
style, his simple, line-based, colourful drawings
of ordinary objects have become a style in
themselves.
Accident or not, Craig-Martin is certainly
an important figure in the British art scene.
Knighted by Queen Elizabeth in 2016 for his
achievements in the arts and his support of the
Young British Artists, his career spans both
practice and instruction.
On Monday night, The Peninsula invited
Hongkongers to sit in on a talk with CraigMartin, known as the godfather of Brit Art, for
this year’s edition of its series Love Art at The
Peninsula. The rows of the Grand Hall filled up
quickly for the 45-minute conversation between
the artist and art historian Tim Marlow. The
audience was rewarded with rare insights
into the life and thoughts of one of Britain's
most influential artists embellished with
philosophical gems.
“The most basic thing is the most interesting,”
Craig-Martin told Marlow, when asked about
his subjects borrowed from the everyday.

“Everything important can be expressed in a
simple way.” In his drawings, Craig-Martin
creates a stage for the ordinary to become
special. But it depends on the viewer to see
deeper. “If you don’t allow a poem to be a
poem, it does not work,” he said.
The artist is best known for his conceptual
work An Oak Tree (1973), in which he
asserted that a glass of water placed on
a shelf in a gallery was actually an oak
tree. Craig-Martin’s art aims to make the
viewer simultaneously see something while
questioning what it is he or she sees. He has
a deep interest in creating two-dimensional
illusionism. The same applies to his use of
bright colours.
One can definitely see the influence of his
teacher, German-born artist and theorist Joseph
Albers, who revolutionised the understanding
of colour in art. “Colour is irrational”, CraigMartin said. “With colour, I can make it
anything I like.”
As one of the leading figures of British
conceptual art for the past four decades and
an influential teacher for Young British Artists
like Damien Hirst and Sarah Lucas, he offered
advice to upstarts: The most important factor
for success is a ludicrous passion for making
art. If you have talent, use it. If you don’t,
invent a new style or technique. “Find the
work that makes you happy, that you feel
comfortable with. These are the key things that
make you an artist.”

Mimi Chun is the founder of Blindspot Gallery,
a Hong Kong-based contemporary art gallery
that was established in 2010. Located in Wong
Chuk Hang, this 7,000 square foot space is one
of the largest galleries in the city. Focusing on
contemporary photography, image-based works
and other media, Blindspot Gallery represents
both emerging and established artists from
Hong Kong, the region and beyond.
Q. Can you tell us what your motivation was
to start a gallery?
A. I guess my motivation was to fill a gap
in the art scene, since there is a lack of
photographic exhibitions and platforms to
feature photographic work in Hong Kong.
That explains why I called it Blindspot
Gallery, because photography was the blind
spot of the Hong Kong art scene.
Q. Amongst the many art forms, why did you
pick photography?
A. I studied film and photography and also
practiced it for several years, but I realised
later that I didn't have what it takes to be an
artist. So I started to explore the other side
of photography, which is the business side.
About ten years ago there were almost no
galleries exhibiting photography, so I saw a
gap in the market.
Q. What are the advantages of Hong Kong
for artists?
A. I don't see any additional advantages that
they would have here and not have in other
places. But as a gallery or a collector, here
we enjoy no tax on art, so its cheaper to buy
art here. And here we have also very highlevel storage facilities, so as a gallery and as
a collector, it is one of the best cities to buy
and sell art.
Q. Where do you see some chances and
challenges for Hong Kong to hold such a big
event as Art Basel?
A. I see it as a very natural evolution for the
art fair to grow in Hong Kong, because Hong
Kong is very easy to access for different parts
of the world. However I actually worry a
little bit that most of the art-related activities
here are driven by commercial intentions.
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